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Hello again and welcome to the Omega 
Communications Portal. Are you ready to come with 
me again on one of these inner journeys into the 
Station of Light and into that energy system where 
you are fully supported and understood and 
accepted in every way? 
 
Begin this session today by linking with, and calling 
on, your Higher Self. It is a state of consciousness, 
an aspect of you, and call on through that aspect, 
what is appropriate for you to receive today. You 
may hear something beyond the words that are 
uttered. Come with me and with all of us who are 
gathering together and who assemble in the 
receiving area of the Station of Light. It is the most 
appropriate beginning space for this session. As 
you become accustomed to the energy system 
here, and each time it will seem different because 
your energy changes and the energy of the space 
changes, so there is the adjustment period when 
you first assemble here, allowing you to be 
comfortable in your focus and attention here and 
allowing the physical world and life you are in, to 
recede. This puts you in this receptive state.  

Relax and enjoy this time out together. Some of you 
may be aware that you are greeting other ones here 
in this space and you will be supporting each other 
as you each receive individually specific energy and 
information for you.  
 

 “Assembled here you may already be aware 
of the shift in energy. This shift in energy allows us 
to come forth to you, Orem addressing you in this 
space, in this aspect of you and in the appearance 
of this receptive state and space that you are 
assembled within. The dimension of it changes and 
will fluctuate, depending on what you are drawing 
forth and also the Beings who come forward to help 
you bring in a different type of energy frequency and 
thus you respond to the differences, to the 
variations. The variations allow different portals to 
be presented to you, or a different level of 
perception in some way.  
 
It indicates that you are not alone in this journey in 
experience in this space.  
 
To facilitate this drawing together has meant that 
many sessions were required to assemble the 
necessary elements that would be hospitable to 
you, recognising you have a humanistic personality, 
desires and understanding, and also drawing in 
around you into this space the higher dimensional 
frequency of the higher level of your consciousness. 
The higher level of your consciousness has existed 
in many different life-forms. So, there is the 
gathering of all this information and energy systems 
in around you for you to feel that you are 
accustomed to being here and that you can allow 
yourself to receive energy and information. 
 
We are shifting you immediately in response to this 
energy that you have accepted and we give you an 
overview of the planet. In particular, you may be 
observing large expanses of water beneath you, as 
you perceive this from above the planet. Within 
these large expanses of water exist many areas and 
realities of life.  

There is a continuation of the adjustment of the 
element of water and alongside this adjustment of 
the element of water comes the higher essence of it 
in a vaporised form and also the coalescence of it 
into compressed states and into states where there 
is the formation of the presence of icy water, icy 
temperatures, which change the composition of the 
element of water. Above that there is a gaseous 
layer and this gaseous layer is affected by much of 
what is produced upon the planet that rises as it 
heats into this extended layer around this planet 
system.  
 
There are processes involved in assessing the 
components of the various layers around the planet 
and assessing the effects they would have on the 
present existence of lifeforms and life generally 
including all types of organisms and life systems. 
You indeed are not alone in existing on this planet 
and all of the assessment is able to be analysed so 
that any potential shifts in the processes would be 
able to be adapted or reconfigured to be of 
assistance for all of the organisms present on the 
planet.  Balance is required. Many times 
reformation is required, adjustment to the base 
elements of construction of living organisms. You 
personally and as a whole of the humanoid race, 
have gone through many such adjustments in the 
evolutionary process, because there is adaptation 
occurring across all species. What is required, is the 
adaptation to a higher level of frequency and above 
the gaseous layer there is the existence of an 
energy frequency pattern containing the base codes 
for creation. 
 
During our many sessions together we have been 
focussing on having you align to your point of origin 
and to the essence of creation, so we are defining it 
to you in a different concept, which may make it 
easier for you to access the higher pattern for you. 
If you are perceiving yourself in such a position 
where you are aware and you are receiving in the 
areas around your receptors in your body of light 
consciousness here, then you may be aware of the 
shifting patterns.  
 



 

Some patterns are allocated to the exact frequency 
for the DNA for the humanoid form. Some patterns 
in the frequency field relate to communication and 
devices which are created to allow the 
communication with other Beings from other 
dimensions. Already in this great group gathered 
here, you are receiving on different levels, calling in 
what is appropriate for you to receive, to 
understand, to adapt to and to continue the aspect 
of your functions here on Earth in relation to 
evolution and in relation to maintaining stability of 
the process of the Earth changes and the changes 
in consciousness. Consciousness, as it changes, is 
the most relevant aspect for you to be aware of. 
 
There are many other groups and Beings who are 
communicating with you on a worldwide scale, 
presenting the information in many ways. Analyse 
all of the information and you may see the core 
underlying message contained with each formation 
presented to you, and when you can understand 
that core message, you will also perceive what is 
appropriate and what is in line with the process of 
Source Energy for this planet. You do this because 
you have come to Earth from a higher pattern of 
evolution and you also do it because you can 
consciously link with that aspect of you that has 
evolved and is coming back to assist you and 
therefore gives you clarification of the pattern, of the 
study, of the level of information, presented to you. 
There would be no point in you following a pathway 
of information that is designed to break down the 
trust in yourself and the trust in the higher process. 
 
Presenting such information to you within the 
Station of Light, the information comes to you 
through the Councils who are overseeing you and 
overseeing all of the information presented to you. 
You can understand from that, that there are 
safeguards in everything that you can continue in 
your life, everything that you may want to pursue in 
your life. The safeguards are in your conscious 
connection to Source Energy, or into areas within 
this Station of Light, which is already an aspect 
known to you, familiar to you in your consciousness 
and you are familiar with it by your presence here.  

You have come into the presence of the Council of 
Light as I am presenting this to you, so you may be 
aware of movement in this chamber, and of being 
presented to different ones in this chamber, for the 
purpose of introducing to you some confirmation of 
what you have been thinking about, or writing about 
and wanting to present to others. The information 
given to you here also is strengthening your energy 
field pattern.  
 
Each one of you, as you come into the Station of 
Light, goes through a filtering layer as you move into 
the receiving area and beyond that into other 
chambers in the Station. The purpose of that is to 
cleanse your energy field completely, because of 
what you are exposed to on a regular basis in your 
life pattern. You are becoming more accustomed to 
consciously clearing your body and your energy 
field. This you should be doing on a daily basis. 
Even if you are just living your days within your 
dwelling space, you are still receiving energy and 
information which needs to be filtered and cleansed 
through your energy system. 
 
Withdrawing from the Council of Light chamber, we 
bring you back to the receiving area of the Station. 
Momentarily you will feel the immersion you 
experience within the energy of the field of water, for 
again this is important to help your body systems 
adjust, also to help you draw in the appropriate 
elements within the water. Pure water contains 
many elements that are a necessity to maintain your 
cellular energy in many different ways – many 
different cells within your body, so feel this around 
you – and this is done.   
 
So, that energy withdraws and you will be fully 
aware of the presence within the receiving area of 
the Station, surrounded by Light. This is for you.  
 
This presentation was presented to you so that 
again you would feel in a much more positive and 
enlightened aspect and you would feel this 
especially renewing aspects of your light body 
system initially. 
 

Thus this session is completed for you and I 
withdraw 

Orem  out “ 

 
 
 
 
Thank you, Orem and the Council of Light and all of 
the other Beings around us during this session. 
 
You will be having different sensations now as I am 
speaking to you as Lani again, and I am sure you 
will feel the difference and it is this difference within 
your light body that is required for your physical form 
and the many layers of you in the current lifetime. 
There has been information and guidance in this 
session for you. Take it all into you and now become 
aware of your physical body and where you are 
receiving this message. 
 
Take a moment to fully realise the depth of what you 
are immersed in, in this and other sessions.  
 
I appreciate you taking this time to connect in with 
these messages, but now I close the Omega Portal 
until we gather again. 
 

Thank you 

Lani 
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